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21st Century Acquired Endocannabinoid Immune Dysfunction:
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“One of the most widely distributed biological
products that frequently involved mice of
mouse tissue, at least up until recent years,
are vaccines, especially vaccines against
viruses . . . It is possible that XMRV particles
were present in virus stocks cultured in mice
or mouse cells for vaccine production, and
that the virus was transferred to the human
population by vaccination.” (Frontiers in
Microbiology, January 2011)
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These viruses are known to be adventitious vaccine
contaminants and are known to be potentially dangerous,
which is why manufacturers are required to verify that they
are completely absent from the vaccine.
The presence of potentially dangerous adventitious
viruses which certifies that there is no adequate control on
vaccines because if there were, these elements would have
been detected.

Aggregates in Gardasil

"However, the group also recommended that further studies be undertaken
urgently and
internationally to put into perspective the very low levels of RT activity found
4.1. Initial findings
in the vaccines."
The discovery in 1995 of reverse transcriptase (RT)
activity in marketed measles, mumps and rubella
(MMR) vaccine raised concerns that the vaccine was
contaminated by an unrecognized avian retrovirus
with unknown safety implications.

4.2. Background
The usual flow of genetic information is from DNA to
RNA. However, the reverse of that process was
discovered to be mediated by an RNA-dependent DNA
polymerase (reverse transcriptase) that some RNA
viruses, such as retroviruses, use to reverse-transcribe
their RNA genomes into DNA. That viral DNA can then
be integrated into the host genome and replicated,
resulting in the production of more RNA virus. RT
activity has therefore been used as a biochemical
marker for the presence of retroviruses. However, the
genes that encode RT are widely distributed in
eukaryotic organisms and all reverse transcriptases
are evolutionarily related. In addition, cellular DNAdirected DNA polymerases can exhibit some
ability to use RNA as a template and reversetranscribe as well.

The Dangers of Xenotransplantation. Nature Medicine 1995
JP Stoye and JM Coffin

• Such viruses are widely distributed in mammalian species including
pigs and baboons, potential
donors for these procedures.
• Since they are inherited in the germ line in the form of proviral DNA,
• They are impossible to remove using the usual methods for deriving
pathogen-free animals.
• Implanting an organ carrying a dormant endogenous retrovirus into a
patient is equivalent to injecting the patient with live virus.

Current Vaccine schedules compound damage in vulnerable populations with Chronic
Disease and Cancer (20-30 Million Americans)

“Activation*of*the*cellular*immune*system*is*important*in*the*
pathogenesis*of*HIV*disease,*and*that*fact*has*given*rise*to*concerns*
that*the*activation*of*the*immune*system*through*vaccinations*might*
accelerate*the*progression*of*HIV*disease*.**.*.*If*feasible,*it*is*
preferable*to*have*patients*on*antiretroviral*therapy*(ART)*prior*to*
receipt*of*vaccination.”*– Accessed*May*3,*2013.
UCSF%Pediatric%Pediatric%AIDS%Website%on%HIV%and%Immunization

• Vaccination schedules result in anergic immune systems that is the inability to mount
an immune response to the antigen
• Toxic components exacerbate immune dysfunction resulting in aberrant expression
of host endogenous RVs
• Reappearance of disease is BECAUSE of inappropriate vaccinations and the toxic
components contained in them

Call to action:
• Repeal 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Compensation Act
• Enact a complete moratorium on all vaccinations until safety and efficacy studies are done
• Restore Religious Freedom in CA by repealing SB277
• Convict criminals at CDC, FDA, NIH for crimes against humanity
• Wake Up! Biblically we are required to render unto Ceasar what is Ceasar’s AND THAT IS NOT OUR CHILDREN or OUR BODIES
• The 21st Century Vaccination program has NOTING to do with Public Health! Its about the Wealth of Public OFFICIALS
• who Serve the GOD of Big Pharma. WE WILL NOT BOW DOWN

